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ABSTRACT
THE GENESIS AND APPLICATION
OF A REFLECTING TEAM MODEL FOR CASE STUDY
IN GRADUATE BUSINESS EDUCATION
SEPTEMBER 1994
WILLIAM T. GRIFFITH, B.S., ST. JOSEPH'S UNIVERSITY
MA, BOSTON COLLEGE
Ph.D., BOSTON COLLEGE
M.A., ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor William Matthews
The predominant traditional method of teaching case material
in graduate business education may have a number of inherent
limitations such as an intrinsically hierarchical approach, an
overdependence on the discussion-leading skills of the instructor,
and the possible promotion of the incomplete or "non-real world"
positions of observer, critic and strategic advisor. Inspired by the
use of a reflecting model in the family therapy movement in clinical
and counseling psychology, psychiatry and social work, the reflecting
team model presented here addresses these issues in a novel, unique
and flexible manner. Over the last three years, the author has
developed, applied and refined a Reflecting Team Model, based
v i
theoretically on a number of concepts drawn from diverse
disciplines. The context of the model's application was in case-
oriented Management Information Systems (MIS) and MIS-related
classroom instruction with approximately 300 graduate students.
After establishing the theoretical grounding of the model and
explicating a number of operational refinements in four qualitatively
oriented phases, a recent group of students (N=39) participated in an
application of the model and rated its efficacy on 21 scales derived
from the model's grounding assumptions and assumed to have face
validity. These results were analyzed with respect to age, gender,
major area of undergraduate study and years of professional work
experience. Next, another group of students who had experienced the
enhanced model were interviewed. The resulting enhanced model was
again employed in classroom use with still another group of students
(N=34). Following that, the model was again used with a small group
(N=15) and evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively to gain
further insight into its workings and the best modes of application.
The results strongly suggest that the Reflecting Team Model does, in
fact, address the issues outlined above and that it has wide and even
applicability. There is evidence, however, that gender plays a role in
the model's acceptance and efficacy, with women apparently more
attuned to the assumptions and operation of the model. More
v i i
post-dissertation analyses need to be done to confirm and replicate
these results and to extend the analysis into areas not previously
studied.
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INTRODUCTION
Like most of us, my informal interest in stories goes back to
childhood but I also became formally involved with stories when I
focused on so-called "primitive" cultures during my doctoral
studies in philosophy. At that time, phenomenologists were taking
issue with evolutionary theories, where, for example, the notion was
that medieval Christianity was the normative, high standard for
religious experience, and that aboriginal cultures around the world
practiced "primitive" religions. Structuralist scholars such as
Mircea Eliade argued not only that the religious aspect of
consciousness was sui generis (not reducible, for example, to
sociological and/or psychological categories) but also that symbols
implied systems, and not simple ones, but systems as sophisticated
as those purported to be "higher forms". Along with these ideas
came the notion that "myth is truth". Scientific rationality is not
"true" whereas a "primitive" myth is "false". Both are "myth",
based in story and underpin their respective cultures. It was my
first conscious encounter with narrative epistemology.
Years later, as I was well on my way in a career as a
psychotherapist, particularly with children and families, I enrolled
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in an Externship at the Brattleboro Family Institute, supervised by
Bill Lax and Lynn Hoffman. There we experimented with the
relatively new Reflecting Team Model of family therapy. Among
other things, we focused on attempting to join the client family's
narrative system in a specially structured type of conversation. We
directed our focus away from being strategic and instrumental; we
tried to adhere to Max Weber's idea of "value freedom" by not
imposing our explanations and meaning structures on the families
with whom we interacted. Acknowledging advances in both physical
and social science methodologies, we placed ourselves in the roles
of both system participant and system observer and provided the
families with an opportunity to do the same. We also attempted to
moderate the intrinsic power differentials in the therapeutic
relationship. In this way we thought we might have more success
joining in the family's "truth" and not violating the aesthetic of
that truth as we worked with them in co-constructing change. One
could also characterize the objective of our work as making a
transition from "expert" to consultant, or at least better
conversationalist.
But it was not only these aspects of conversation that were of
interest. I also wondered about how certain developmental theories,
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such as those of Erikson, Piaget and Robert Kegan (1982), as well as
a variety of personality theories, might further enlighten therapists
regarding the conditions for the possibility of successful
conversations. It not only seemed to be a matter of joining in the
story but somehow taking into account different cognitive
organizations, stages of moral development, personality
orientations and personal and cultural issues. My sense was that
successful therapists had an implicit grasp of these theories and
success was not simply a matter of politically liberating
therapeutic conversations. One had to speak the various languages
of the client not only on the narrative level but also on the levels of
cognition, ethics and personality.
Before and in parallel with these investigations, I had a long
standing and continuing teaching and consulting career in the fields
of computer science and management information systems. Over
time I began to see the intimate connections between information
systems and technology, organization, institutional strategy and
culture. What better way to highlight these interactions than by
using stories as embodied in a case method! I began using what I
will now call the "traditional" case method, where I was discussion
leader. Part of that model also has the instructor give the students
3
suggested "discussion questions" for study, prior to the class in
which the case would be taught.
We had some interesting conversations but noticeable numbers
of students did not wholeheartedly participate and when exam time
came, significant numbers of them either seemed lost or would feed
back canned answers -- ones that did not seem to be their own.
What reasons were behind this? It was not until some of my
experiences in the psychological and therapeutic arenas, that it
began to dawn on me in which domains some of these other reasons
might lie. I made the assumption that students would become more
involved in the educational experience if they participated in an
enlightened form of conversation where they assumed the roles of
important case characters. Moreover, if the players were involved in
a consultation process, which provided them with both participant
and observer perspectives, they would gain first hand experience of
the systemic and developmental nature of the change process. It
was at this point, in 1991, that I began to experiment with a
Reflecting Team model for case-oriented learning in graduate
business course in Management Information Systems.
Over the years, the model evolved and was in a position to be
more formally studied for its effectiveness. It will be the purpose
4
of this essay to establish the model's theoretical underpinnings, to
explicate some of the transformations through which the model has
already gone, and to conduct a multipart evaluation and enhancement
study, based upon personal analysis and observation, surveys from
students and conversations with them.
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CHAPTER 1
THEORETICAL AND CLINICAL UNDERPINNINGS
Rationale for an Alternative Case Teaching Methodology
One of the dominant models (Christensen, 1987; Christensen,
Garvin & Sweet, 1991; Douglas, 1990; Paget, 1988) of teaching the
case method in Graduate Business Education is typified by an
instructor who, standing at the center and base of a semi-circular,
tiered classroom, leads the students in a discussion. The purpose of
the exercise is manifold, with emphasis on abstracting principles
and applying them to, in most cases, actual situations as depicted in
case narratives. Participants are given the opportunity to "sharpen
their analytical skills ... (and) ... produce qualitative and quantitative
evidence to support recommendations and decisions ... (by being) ...
challenged by instructors and fellow participants to defend their
arguments and analyses" (Hammond, 1993). The method has been
perfected in theory and sometimes raised to an art form by skilled
educators. While many of its learning objectives are laudable, there
are the issues of both implicit message and what the model does
not do. The model is a predominately hierarchical one with
communication moderated and/or mediated through the instructor,
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and heavily dopondonl on tho instructor's skill as a discussion
loader I urtlior, il may implicitly encourage non productive
compotition. and not always allow lor 100% participation Finally,
and probably most unfortunatoly, tho approach door, not promoto a
balance) of "roal world" participant obsorvor and rolo constrained
iCtMtV by students
The Demands of Modornity and Postmodormty
Givon tho exigencies ol modornity and postmodormty (Dorrida,
19B6; I orrara, 1988, lax, 1992; Limayo A Victor, 1991. To;, tor,
1990. Rosonau, 199?) and tho global business environment in
specilic, CI O's and other senior executive:., as well as management
taculties (Keys & Wolle. 1988) have boon known to make increasing
criticisms ot graduate business education with regard to tho
graduates' preparation in terms ol communication skills (Griffith,
1992; lewis, Woodward K Bell, 1988), critical thinking skills
(Brookliold, 198/), perspective taking (Dixon & Moore, 1990) and
the ability to collaborate (I eclos, 1 984) Any addition to tho
instructional repertory that successfully responds to this critique
In whole or in part would, therefore, be welcome.
/
It is hoped that the reflecting team case model presented here
will embody such an advance as it addresses a number of these
issues on formal, structural, functional and developmental levels,
aiming at the enhancement of students' skills (Westerfield, 1987)
in areas of both process and knowledge application . Process
aspects might include balancing power (Eccles, 1984) dealing with
gender differences (Donenberg & Hoffman, 1988; Gilligan, 1982;
Tannen, 1990; Kramer & Melchior, 1987; Riley, 1989), encouraging
and creating agreements among participants with diverse
viewpoints (Berger & Luckmann, 1966; McNamee & Gergen, 1992;
Miller, 1992; Noam, 1988; Smith, 1986), considerations regarding
change (Keeney, 1983; Kegan, 1982), question construction (Tomm,
1988), the art of positive denotation (Andersen, 1991), and the
development of action items (Habermas, 1981-87, Rasmussen, 1990)
specific to the content of the discussion.
Purpose and Method
The primary purpose of this writing will then be to explicate
the development, application and refinement of an alternative
model on both theoretical and practical levels . This will ncj be a
primarily quantitative, empirical study, addressing, for example, a
8
comparison between this model and the traditional model. Rather, it
will be a clinical study with both qualitative and quantitative
evaluative components. A number of considerations support this.
First, to my knowledge, no one else is using this model in the
context and fashion delineated here. Second, to compare models, one
would like to have two independent and equally skilled instructors
use the two models with students, so as to achieve some sort of so-
called "objective" comparison. Third, such comparisons are
competitive by nature and one of the aims of this methodology is to
dispense with such comparisons, at least adding another model to
the case repertory, and at most beginning to liberate case
instruction discourse. In any case, to judge the efficacy of a model
which purports to diminish competition using a competitive
technique would be untenable. Further, the reflecting model is based
upon hypotheses that questions the objectivity of the empirical
model, notions of reference frame and the generally still operative
tendency to overjudge human phenomena using methods more proper
to classical studies in the natural sciences.
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Natu ral Science and Human Science: A Word on Method
The project of formulating a methodology appropriate to
sciences focused on understanding (human) expressions ... is first
seen ... in the context of a need to get away from the reductionist
and mechanistic perspective of the natural sciences, and to find an
approach adequate to the fullness of phenomena [italics added]
(Palmer, 1969, p. 100).
Kant's project of attempting to establish an epistemological
ground for science was circumscribed by his position in culture and
history. His success at best was in legitimating Newtonian science.
To his credit, he did understand that it was impossible to know the
"thing in itself", thus unintentionally opening the doors to
constructivism - and the very relativism he most likely wanted to
resist. There is some sense, then, that what was meant by
objectivity underwent a major shift. The matter is then one of
identifying assumptions. This can be done with relative ease in, for
example, Euclidian geometry, but usually progresses to extremes of
difficulty in areas of human activity. Thus, one of the major
debates beginning in the late 19th century was around the
legitimation of the Geisteswissenschaften ["human sciences"] with
as equivalent a degree of epistemological validity as the
1 0
Naturwissenschaften ["natural sciences"]. The debate continues
today with one of the aspects being the development of methods
proper to fields such as sociology and psychology with the latter
being of special interest here.
A major difference between Newtonian physics and Einsteinian
physics is the matter of reference systems. The classical theory
deals with one only, while the relativistic theory posits systems of
coordinates moving in time and with respect to one another. It is
immediately obvious that the observer becomes a subject and is also
observed, that perspectives are constantly shifting, that
assumptions become more difficult to explicate, and that replication
becomes a horribly tedious business. Yet many researchers in
psychology cling tenaciously to a model more suited to the so-called
hard sciences, while at the same time reducing the scopes of their
experiments to almost uselessly narrow proportions in order to
remain in control of assumptions and, therefore, attain objectivity.
While generalizations can inform clinical work, no two individuals,
families or organizations are alike. In terms of research, behavior
in the laboratory, where little is at stake, may not predict or explain
behavior in life, where much is often at stake. Because replication
is not attained, available, or even considered, does not that mean
1 1
such research is of no value. It is as if many social scientists, in
spite of the discovery of history, in spite of Heisenberg, in spite of
critical theory, in spite of the demise of normative culture, do
research using postmodern and modern computers and mathematics,
but retaining modern methodologies.
Specific Origins nf the Reflecti ng Model
One of the major precursors to the development of the
Reflecting Team Model in psychotherapy was the Milan Team of
Selvini, Boscolo, Cecchin and Prata (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman &
Penn, 1987). In one of its phases, it was a five-step model involving
(1) presession, (2) session, (3) discussion, (4) intervention, and (5)
debriefing. A family-therapist system might be selected for
interaction with the team based on the systems being at a standstill
and possibly being in a position to benefit from a brief number of
team-oriented sessions. By nature strategic and unbalanced in
terms of participant-observer (both for team members and clients),
the model invited development by various practitioners, the most
central to this discussion being Tom Andersen (1991) of Tromso,
Norway. Andersen's model has itself gone through a number of
developmental transformations but the central underpinnings remain
12
intact. Among them are: (1) a balance of participant and observer
positions for both the facilitator (therapist, in that context)-client
(interviewing) system and the consultant (observing) systems, (2) an
avoidance of session-end interventions, (3) an attempt to liberate
the discourse from hidden agendas, (4) multiple descriptions of the
presenting issue(s), (5) particular styles of questioning, and, (6)
both explicit and implicit recognition of the clients' ability to make
major contributions to the advancing of change within their own
system.
A Brief Overview of the Reflecting Model's Operation
In brief, the model is applied in a three step sequence. The
clients, the issue-oriented system (IOS), join the
therapist/facilitator to form the interviewing system (IS) and
engage in a conversation in view of the listening-reflecting system
(LRS) or consultants (see Appendix A for more complete definitions).
After a time, and depending on the course of the conversation, the
facilitator suggests that the interviewing system switch places
with the listening-reflecting system to hear (without being directly
addressed) the consultants' observations. At the completion of this
phase, the systems switch back and the facilitator asks the clients
1 3
each in turn to react to something that the consultants offered
before continuing the conversation without reacting to each other's
first responses. All of these interactions are governed by certain
rules of discourse, based upon the theoretical grounding of the model
which will be explained more fully as this discussion continues. It
is assumed that the issue-oriented system has enlisted the help of
the facilitator and consultants due to the fact that they had a
tendency to adhere to one description of their "problem", with its
corresponding explanation and meaning (see appendix A). The model
is designed to generate multiple alternative descriptions which are
appropriately different (Bateson, 1972) (within the acceptance
range of the clients) and have the effect of advancing predominantly
self-created changes into the issue-oriented system, thereby
alleviating the "problem".
Implicit in the model, but not explicated, are a myriad of
issues regarding communication models and a variety of human
developmental topics. In the construction of the reflecting team
model presented here, it became necessary to explore certain
aspects of the discourse.
14
The Inclusion of a Developmental Perspective
One helpful model was a stage-phase-style heuristic (see
Figure 1, p. 19) developed by Gil Noam (1984, 1988, 1990; Noam,
Kohlberg & Snarey, 1983; Snarey, Kohlberg & Noam, 1983) through
extensive case observation and, in turn, a semi-structured research
interview instrument, and expanded by Griffith (1992). Stage is to
be understood as having to do mainly with structure and form;
phase has more to do with function and content, and specifically
cultural tasks; while style (see Figure 1A, p. 20 for example of a
style model) has to do with personality development or orientation.
In early life, the differentiation of stage from phase would not be as
significant as in adult life; nor would one's personality be as
developed. This is not, in any sense, to give infants short shrift, but
rather to say that this may be a useful way to depict human
development. As our prototypical person grows older, his or her
personality becomes more distinctive and developed, and progress is
also made in terms of more complex self and cognitive
organizations, as well as mastery of cultural tasks. But let us
reconsider Noam's model more closely. There is a sense that it did
not highlight or address a number of things either explicitly or
implicitly, which leads us to the development of a more
1 5
comprehensive model. While culture (Cole, 1985) is mentioned as a
phase issue in terms of tasks, it is not given enough emphasis or
scope. It is more than tasks, including values, mores, ritual, race,
ethnicity, the sacred and the profane, etc. Further, context (Feldman
& Ruble, 1988; Schutz, 1970; Stinson, 1990) is of the utmost
importance. One might use formal operations in his or her position
as a professional engineer, but revert to almost preoperational
levels in the negotiation of intimate relationships. Similarly, an
individual might have major trust issues in his or her personal space
and operate quite vigilantly, but be productive and aggressive in the
workplace. Family life could bring out a particular stage, phase and
style, and work life, quite another. Context also has to do with the
category of relevance, especially when considering moral judgment
and action.
Participants in a conversation (see Figure 2, p. 21) will, in my
opinion, be successful, and thereby the conversation will be
successful, if they implicitly take this developmental model (see
Figure 3, p. 22) into account (Griffith, 1992). In terms of the
development of the model under discussion, explicit realization and
application of developmental principles is thought to advance
learners' skills through a practical exercise illustrating some of the
16
conditions for the possibility of successful communication. As the
model under present discussion evolved, these considerations were,
therefore, presented to students as part and parcel of the model's
structure and process.
The Role of Narrative
Another aspect for operationally bringing some order into this
complex of factors in actual day-to-day life is through narrative -
through story (Freeman, 1984; Kemp & Rasmussen, 1989; Personal
Narratives Group, 1989; Polkinghorne, 1988; Ricoeur, 1984-8, 1992;
White & Epston, 1990; Wood, 1991). Each of us has our paradigmatic
story, as well as a complex of more local narratives to cover the
variety of subuniverses in which we may find ourselves at any given
moment. Jerome Bruner (in White & Epston, 1990) makes note of
three characteristics that make a "good" or functional story: (1)
triggering of presupposition, the creation of implicit rather than
explicit meanings, (2) subjectification, the filtering of "reality"
through the consciousness of the protagonist, and (3) multiple
perspectives, allowing for the beholding of the world through a set
of prisms, each of which catches a part of "it".
1 7
With what is one confronted when considering a case study in
graduate business education but a narrative -- a story. Protagonists
are quoted; issues outlined both through the lenses of the actors as
well as through that of an anonymous narrator. The stories often
end with the situation at a standstill, or at a major decision point
with a variety of viewpoints pressing for action but perhaps in
opposition. The students may then be asked to "resolve" the
difficulties by study and then through class discussion, all the while
developing themselves as managers with operative philosophies on
both a paradigmatic level and with regard to a variety of knowledge
contexts.
While the traditional case study model places high value on the
role of narrative as a repository for organizational history and as a
starting point for discussion, it pays less attention to narrative
epistemology - that stories are the foundations of our reality and
that every meaningful change is a change in story. The Reflecting
Team Model under discussion here purports to retain the traditional
model's focus on critical thinking, while adding emphasis on
sophisticated forms of communication and collaborative processes
in a conversational and narratively based format.
18
style
Stages:
Phases
Robert Kegan:
Incorporative
Impulsive
Imperial
Interpersonal
Institutional
Interindividual
Erikson: (partial)
Trust vs.Mistrust
Autonomy vs. Shame/Doubt
Initiative vs. Guilt
Industry vs. Inferiority
Ego Identity vs. Ego Diffusion
Piaget: (and beyond)
Sensorimotor
Preoperational
Concrete Operational
Formal Operational
(Dialectical, etc.)
Style:
Oldham/Morris: (see Figure 1A)
Conscientious
Self-Confident
Dramatic
Vigilant
Mercurial
Devoted
Solitary
Leisurely
Sensitive
Idiosyncratic
Adventurous
Self-Sacrificing
Aggressive
Stage, Phase and Style
Figure 1
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STYLE > > DISORDER
Conscientious > > Obsessive-Compulsive
Self-Confident >> Narcissistic
Dramatic >> Histrionic
Vigilant >> Paranoid
Mercurial >> Borderline
Devoted > > Dependent
Solitary >> Schizoid
Leisurely >> Passive-Aggressive
Sensitive >> Avoidant
Idiosyncratic >> Schizotypal
Adventurous >> Antisocial
Self-Sacrificing >> Self-Defeating
Aggressive >> Sadistic
Personality Style Continuum
Figure 1A
20
style
person a
style
person b
Communication Model
Figure 2
21
A Comprehensive Developmental Model
Figure 3
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CHAPTER 2
METHOD AND
THE GENESIS OF THE CURRENT MODEL
Introduction
How might a critique of the traditional case method, theories
of development and communication, narrative theory and the
reflecting team model be combined into a model for classroom use?
How can students be effectively apprised of the pressures of role
and environment in the classroom?
My response to these questions was to add to the case method
repertory by embarking on a three year generation of a Reflecting
Team Model (RTM), based practically on application in Management
Information Systems (MIS) and MIS-related classroom instruction
with over 300 graduate students. The model went through various
developmental phases during that period. An analysis of these
phases, the accompanying changes to the model, along with its
underlying principles will be detailed in this discussion. Also
included will be a more explicit rendition of the process rules and
the questioning methodologies (Tomm, 1988).
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Method
The essence of the Reflecting Team Model under discussion
here is that it emphasizes a particular way of conducting a
conversation with at least an implicit expectation that change will
result. The context of its application is within a narrative
framework. So, we are addressing narrative epistemology - for
change to take place, a change in the story must take place. It is
not, however, just ih£ story, the one we all share but stories , the
ones we all hold individually. In order to accomplish these changes,
there must be a shift in power relations. To say it another way,
practices of power must be addressed at the local level -- "at the
level of the everyday, taken-for-granted social practices" (Foucault,
1980, 1984; White, 1993). For this to be done, we must create
changes in knowledge practices. This, in turn, demands that we
create a constructive shift in the linguistic underpinnings of the
epistemological system.
Change does not often come without conflict. Which is usually
seen as something to be shunned, or at least avoided. To do so,
however, would result in a loss of vital energy. It is my belief that,
if individuals are basically in agreement that an organization should
survive and flourish, conflict is a first stage developmental
24
manifestation of commitment looking for new avenues for survival.
Agreement has not yet been reached but the motivation exists to
find common ground and then to act. The participants in the
conflict and search for agreement have beliefs -- deep seated,
value-oriented meanings that which simultaneously empower and
disempower them and the organizational system. The very meanings
that contribute to the impetus to survive somehow impede the
process. Yet, inertia is not essentially negative. Systems must
change but neither too fast nor too slowly. The way out of this
paradox is to initially avoid extensive debate at the level of meaning
and explanation and to move to the level of description (Andersen,
1991). If participants in a conflict begin by sharing their versions
of "what happened", they may more easily move to "what might
happen" or "what could happen". From there, the move to shared
explanations and shifts in personal meaning becomes a collaboration
rather than a competition. Each person in the conversation then has
the opportunity to both witness and process not only the losses that
are inherent in change but also the mutual gains that are being
created.
However, it is not only the method involved in the Reflecting
Team Model itself that is under discussion here but also the method
25
used to develop the model in its application to this research, as well
as the reader's participation in the unfolding of the results of this
study. In order to be faithful to the model's very structure and
process, I must follow a narratively based epistemological method.
The reader may, therefore, have to negotiate a twofold adjustment.
First, this dissertation is not the typical empirical study with null
and experimental hypothesis, where data is collected, analyzed and
the results are discussed within the usual format. Rather, it is a
form of program development research. However, it is not typical of
that model, either. Through the text, which will contain both
qualitative and quantitative components, I must invite the reader to
enter into a conversation with me and the individuals who
participated in this developmental process. There is a possibility
that the reader, like the participants, may have a propensity to jump
immediately to the level of interpretation and meaning. I must ask
for a commitment to follow the description as much as possible
through the textual window and resist the urge for premature
explanation. Description must precede explanation, which in turn
must precede understanding and meaning. By virtue of this
conversation, the knowledge process of the reader will change as he
or she witnesses the same process going on within each group that
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assisted in the model's development, as well as the transformations
made in the model itself from phase to phase. Thus, we have the use
of a story within a story, and an ongoing conversation about an
ongoing conversation.
First Encounters
In the Spring of 1991, I was invited to teach a course entitled
"Computers and Information Systems" (CIS) in an M.B.A. Program at a
major New England university. The curriculum was in the process of
revision and I was asked to create a new course. This core offering
was to address not only basic concepts of Information Systems and
Technology but also provide the students with a managerial
framework for understanding the importance of Management
Information Systems. It is the latter aspect wtych interests us
here. My sense was that I needed to not only reconceive a
framework for presenting the material but also to create a new
method which would go beyond basic theory into some form of
practical participation.
The inspiration for both the framework and the method came
from systems psychology as practiced in family and larger systems
approaches to psychotherapy. I had evolved a family therapy
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framework that I conceived as a triangle (see Figure 4A, p. 51)
which highlighted the relationship among family structure,
organization, explicit and implicit agendas (Palazzoli,1986), and the
communication methods and information family members used to
further their agendas. My working hypothesis became that it was
impossible to work with one leg of the triangle without including
the others. The organization of the family affects the structure and
efficacy of the communications among family members. So do their
agendas. However, the information shared among family members
also alters agendas. In short, it is an interactive process. To
transform this into an institutional model (see Figure 4B, p. 51),
required only a small "leap". This interpretational model allowed
me to more adequately explore the inextricable relationships among
organizational structure and function, strategy, ^and information
systems and technology.
There was widespread agreement among the management
faculty of the university in question that cases were a desirable
component for this second part of the course but at the same time
there was my realization that something more was required to
respond to the critique being leveled at contemporary managerial
education programs. There was a need to go beyond "in your seat"
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analysis. This demanded a model that blended analysis,
participation and observation, as well as fostered a spirit of
collaboration.
Again, the inspiration came from the family systems domain.
During the 1988-89 academic year, I had participated in an
Externship at the Brattleboro Family Institute, where we had
theorized about and experimented with a number of variations on the
Reflecting Team Model of family psychotherapy. In parallel, we
were all encouraged to blend both concepts and methods into our own
practices, even when we operated without a team of colleagues. It
was also emphasized that we were looking to evolve a consultation
model of therapy, which emphasized the art of conversation and the
co-construction of therapeutic goals with our clients. With this in
mind, I set out to research a Reflecting Team Case Model that would
foster the objectives we had for a new approach to managerial
education.
Phase One
I decided to introduce the model in two CIS classes in the
Spring of 1991. The rationale offered to the students was that they
would be better able to apply their knowledge of the subject if they
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increased their knowledge of that subject in conversation. As a
result, they would have the opportunity to become more skilled at
the "real world" application of the knowledge they were acquiring in
the classroom. To accomplish this, however, they would have to
give up the protection of their seats in the crowd and risk the
greater scrutiny of their peers. I hastily added that the model took
such personal exposure into account and was designed to protect the
participants from gratuitous criticism.
My proposal was greeted with a range of reactions from
enthusiasm, to curiosity to outright objection. The negative
reactions seemed to embody two basic positions: (1) this was a
technical subject so "why all this 'touchy-feely' stuff?" which
should be confined to OB (Organizational Behavior) classes, which
most students had already completed (anecdotally, this objection
appeared to come mostly from males and particularly those who had
backgrounds in engineering and finance), and, (2) how would this
method offer "real world" solutions to the cases?
My response addressed what I considered to be the weaknesses
of "Vaccine" theories of education, dis-integ rated curricula and
pseudo-scientific world views of management. In order, just
because students had "had" OB did not mean that they were
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henceforth immune to the subject, or that it had nothing to do with
the material contained in any other course. Further, sitting in one's
seat, assuming the distant and relatively safe role of an analytical
observer was less oriented to the "real world" than having a
conversation "in role" with all of the constraints that implies. I
further pointed out that, while decisions often get made on
occasions laced with drama, they are more often the result of a
series of conversations which alter perspectives over an extended
period of time. Lastly, I noted that this subject of MIS was
precisely a place where the human and the technical come together
and that quality results depend on the successful integration of
those two domains.
I used Robert Pirsig's (1974) notions of the "classical" and
"romantic" aspects of human understanding from his classic Zen and
the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance to support my view. According to
Pirsig, classical understanding seeks to systematically identify the
underlying form of the world and is primarily theoretical, while
romantic understanding is primarily inspirational, imaginative
intuitive and experiential. Without reducing this distinction to the
level of the superficial and absurd by counter examples, I made the
point that true quality is the result of the successful meld of these
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two aspects of human knowing, that they are only separated in
theory, and that pushing either view too tar is reductive of human
experience. Finally, I proposed that we move ahead, using the
following format to structure our activities, and "do it" lest we
reflect on an experience without having had it.
I had decided to use three Harvard Business School cases,
arranged in chronological sequence so that students could not only
see the progression of IS/IT techniques and technology over the past
4 to 8 years but also so that the cases might "engage in a dialog"
through the characters and the players as the course progressed - a
story within a story. Since the classes were relatively large (one of
48 and the other of 36), I proposed the following structure.
Beginning with the larger class, the students would divide
themselves into 9 groups of five to six persons each. Groups were to
be as balanced as possible in terms of gender, given the composition
of the class. Further, students were enjoined not to choose roles by
the gender of the case character but to balance the power. This was
a major consideration since the major players in most HBS cases are
men. Three groups would present each case over two classes (the
classes met weekly for 2.5 hours) with each group having
approximately one hour for their presentation. While all of the
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groups had to take into account the interrelationships among IS/IT,
organizational and strategic facets of a given case, each had to make
sure to give special attention to one of the three aspects in the 1
order just listed. At the end of the first class, a brief discussion
would take place and the last half of the second class would be
j
reserved for a wider discussion of the process and outcomes of the
three presentations.
The context of each presentation would be that the
\
organization portrayed in the case was at a "stuck point" or a
I
decision point and had called in a team of consultants who practiced
i
the reflecting model. This "reflecting team" saw as its mandate not
only assisting the client organization in getting beyond a present
impasse or making a pressing decision, but also providing the
management with a model for its own future use in similar
situations.
The student groups outlined above consisted of four to six
characters from the case organization and a facilitator from the
consulting team. The remaining four to five consulting team
members were chosen at random from the class at the beginning of
each presentation. Instructions to the groups included the following:
They were to confer only briefly one week before their presentation
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to decide who would play each part, including that of facilitator.
During the week, each player would prepare his or her part and each
was allowed to expand the character in ways consistent with the
character's position in the organization, the culture of the
organization, and with the facts of the case.
The general structure of the RTM has already been outlined but
let me now further specify it in terms of how it was applied at this
stage of the model's development for this application. The students
were informed that they would have approximately one hour for their
presentations. For about thirty minutes, the issue-oriented system
(the players) with the facilitator would become the interviewing
system and engage in conversation. It was suggested to the
facilitator that he or she begin the conversation asking the
organizational cast about the history oj Hie ideas leading up to the
present conversation. The rationale was that this tack would help
the facilitator both learn more about, and retrospectively join the
organization's narrative. The facilitator was also enjoined noj to
give advice, or critique or to ask the question "Why?" at any time,
and to make use of positive reframes where appropriate. For
example, if one person were to refer to another as "foot dragging"
with respect to a technological innovation, the facilitator could
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respond with or without directly acknowledging the negative
attribution by wondering what questions might be behind the
person's "hesitation" to embrace the suggested technological
direction. As to the injunction against the question "Why'?", it was
explained that such a question often spawns justifications, which
may prove counterproductive and that substituting "How did
come about?", or "What happened leading up to
?" or "When did you conclude that
was the case?" might unearth more information with less negative
emotional charge and ego involvement. The notion being applied
here was "Information = Change" (Palazzoli et alia, 1980) , that is,
looking at the idea that the issue-oriented system is in possession
of information that they are not as a system aware of. Bringing such
information to light can oj itself often lead to change, if not
immediately, then in the fabric of the narrative that the system
brings to the bear on the issues, which in the longer term means
change as well. Further, the facilitator was asked to publicly note
any agreements that the players might be acknowledging or creating
in the present discussion, in the attempt to move the discussion
forward.
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The facilitator was also asked to watch for the point where
the discussion might have come to a lull or a point of unproductive
conflict and where the IOS might benefit from the reflections of the
LRS
.
At that juncture, the facilitator might acknowledge his or her
perception of the present moment as positively as possible and note
that "This might be an appropriate point for us to hear some of the
thoughts, comments or reflections of the team. Let's switch places
with them and ourselves reflect on what they have to say." The IS
and the LRS would then exchange positions and the LRS would begin
a conversation among themselves not directed to the IS.
Some of the same directives that are observed by the
facilitator were to be followed by the members of the LRS , such as
refraining from advice-giving and critique. Instead, they were to
comment, invite, note agreement, wonder, etc., again using positive
reframe to empower the IOS . Further, they were to confine
themselves to only two or three reflections apiece to avoid diluting
the evocative power of their conversation.
Critique o f Phase One
At the end of the semester, the overall reaction to the case
learning experience was positive. Students were generally able to
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appreciate the effect that playing a role has on a person in that it
enhances one's ability to converse in the subject in situations that
have a more "real world" flavor. They also gained more insight into
the fact that one does not "solve" cases, or initiate changes in
organizations, by simply offering "the answer" and having others
embrace it. Rather, it takes many conversations over a period of
time to move groups of people to become motivated as a group and to
get into agreement about what will be done and why. Further, it
seemed clear that students were able to witness that individuals
will become more invested in change and growth when they are not
coerced, subtly or otherwise, but can be drawn into the process in
ways that are personally and professionally meaningful to them.
Finally, it was agreed that approaching cases in this manner offers
every student the chance to participate in a relatively non-
threatening environment.
Nevertheless, there seemed to be a wide variability not only in
how well I believed each group executed the model but also with how
comfortable the members of some groups reported they felt about
their performance. From student feedback and my own observation, I
constructed the viewpoint that this had to do with the choice of
facilitator, more specific guidelines for both the facilitator and the
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reflecting consultants to follow, misunderstanding of the notion of
"positive reframe" and the lack of initial focus for the discussions.
Let me take each one in turn.
In the spirit of experimentation and also erring on the side of
less structure, I had allowed the group to choose its own facilitator,
which meant that the facilitators were either actively self chosen
or that they passively assumed the role because no one else in the
group was going to do it. In the former case, the motivation might
have been the desired one, i.e., to learn a new style of facilitation.
On the other hand, it might have been to take control of the situation
and to engineer a personally predetermined "solution" to the case.
In the latter case, it may have been due to the perception that it was
a difficult role to take on and/or that the instructions defining the
role were too vague. The result was that some facilitators did well,
either because they understood the model or had well developed
interpersonal skills or both. Others were overly directive and still
others seemed to founder, perhaps having neither the personal skills
nor a sufficient working understanding of the model.
When the consultants had difficulties, it appeared to be mainly
because they also were directive rather than reflective, or that they
entered into a mode of reacting to and processing their own ideas.
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In terms of the notion of positive reframe, many of the
students who played IOS roles understood this to mean that they
should program conflict out of the discussions rather than allow the
technique be employed by the facilitators and consultants to
empower the IOS.
Lastly, the students generally did not feel comfortable with
spontaneously beginning the case presentations without an initial
focus for the conversation nor did they feel that the conversations
ended with as much sense of direction as they would have liked.
They seemed willing to engage but were apparently more willing to
let the conversation spontaneously unfold if they had a common
jumping off point, and knew where they were going at the end.
Phase Two
My next opportunity to try the model was at the same
university in the Fall of 1991, again with two classes of
approximately the same size. There were three major changes that I
made in response to the above critique. The first was to address
question of focus. Students were instructed to write three
"presenting problems" on the blackboard at the beginning of their
discussion. These problems were to be decided upon at a brief
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meeting a brief meeting before class on the night they were to play
the case. The idea was that the agreed upon problems would help to
obtain a focus at the initiation of the discussion but that the
problems would not have to be "solved" by the end of the role play.
In fact, the problems might be completely reframed, or other
problems would need to be addressed before the stated problems
could be handled.
The second change was to present more information on the art
of questioning to assist both the facilitators and the reflecting
consultants. To accomplish this, I used an outline based on the the
work of Karl Tomm (1988), which delineated four type of questions:
lineal questions (investigative intent), strategic questions
(corrective intent), circular questions (exploratory intent) and
reflexive questions (facilitative intent). When students were
playing the role of facilitator or consultant (all got to play
consultant at least once), they were to focus on circular and
reflexive questions, use lineal questions sparingly and were
enjoined not to use strategic questions at all. To give some brief
examples: a lineal question might ask for a problem definition --
"What is your sense of the MIS budget problem?". A circular question
might ask for some comparisons -- participants might be asked in
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turn "Who do you see as most committed to marketing the Executive
Information System? Who least?" A reflexive question might ask
about a hypothetical future -- "What if we do not go ahead with a
formal end user training program? A strategic question might lead
or confront -- "Why do think we waited so long to discuss whether
or not to get another mainframe computer?"
In terms of this model, it is easy to see why strategic
questions were banned. If misused, they often have a critical angle.
They might appear to ask for justification. They can easily create
defensiveness. To use them well requires experience. To use them
often and badly seems to be a tendency when we move into problem
solving mode. Circular and reflexive questions empower the
respondents. They go to the center of the Milan School idea that
Information = Change -- that the IOS does not know what it knows as
a system and that to bring such information to common light creates
change. They allow members of the IOS to see the proposed effects
of possible decisions without being told by the facilitator or the
consultants. So, the injunction was made to stimulate creative
questioning, to put strategic questions into balance with other
interrogative forms, and to raise the participants' consciousness on
their conversational processes. Again it was pointed out that the
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entire process works better if questions give rise to "differences
that make differences" (Bateson, 1972).
In addition, I decided to add a demonstration case to the course
that would not only fit logically into the course but would provide an
introduction to the case model. Since the facilitator role was
presumed to be a difficult one to play, I decided to take that part
myself in order to allow the students to experience one style of
facilitation. In terms of assigning role players, the class was
divided up such that each student would prepare one of five or six
case characters. On the day of the demonstration, students would be
chosen aj random to play character roles, as well as to take the
parts of consultants. In this way, all students would be required to
know the case well and be prepared for the discussion following the
role play.
Finally, in order to respond to the issue of "next steps", I
instructed facilitators to pay more attention to specific agreements
that were explicitly or implicitly made during the entire scope of
the conversation. They could then choose to publicly note two or
three of the most powerful ones at appropriate points in the
presentation. After the consultants had an opportunity to reflect
and the players had time to respond to the consultants' questions
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and observations, the facilitator was to assist the IOS in developing
at least two specific "action items" out of the agreements they had
created. So, the presenting issues would set an initial focus, while
the innate structure of the model and the attendant questioning
strategies would open up the conversation to stimulate creative and
divergent thinking. Finally, the emergent agreements would help to
begin a steady convergent move, culminating in the closure of action
items. This was all to be understood in the context that this was
but one conversation among many that would move the organization
into the future.
Critique of Phase Two
As in Phase One, the reaction to the case model was generally
positive, and the students reported that the demonstration case had
been a valuable experience. Some also stated that learning the
course/case material in parallel to learning the model added a
qualitatively greater of difficulty. Those that played facilitators
indicated that it had certainly added a level of comfort in terms of
getting a sense of how to approach their roles. Nevertheless, a
number of them reported that they had compared their performances
to mine and considered that they had not been adequate to the task.
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While I let them know that I had not found their renditions of
facilitator inadequate, I decided to address that issue in the next
phase of the model's development.
In addition, the subject of style came up in feedback session.
Style not only in the context of facilitation but also with regard to
communication in general. The question was posed regarding how
both cognitive style and personality style might play a part in the
outcomes of decision making conversations. It was resolved that I
would also address that question in the next version of the model.
During the presentations, my attention had been drawn to both
the improvement in focus that the presenting problems had brought
to the conversations but also to the problem introduced by using the
notion of "problem". I concluded that it had been an unfortunate
choice. It seemed to violate the basic intent of the Reflecting Team
Model in that it portrayed the system calling for the consult as "one
down". They had a problem and needed help with the problem as
opposed to they had an issue that they wanted to discuss and that
they wanted a consultation and help with the process of choosing a
direction.
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Phase Three
In the Spring of 1992, I had the opportunity to present the
model again in two slightly smaller classes that met on a twice
weekly basis instead of the one time per week schedule in phases
one and two. In addition, these students were full time, five years
younger on the average than their part time colleagues, and had
significantly less work experience. My sense, at this time was that
some of these factors might make a difference but I was not sure
what those differences would be.
In this round, instead of planning one demonstration case, I
planned two with the first being more straightforward in terms of
content in order to facilitate learning the model under less stressful
circumstances. In addition, I decided that I would not play the role
of facilitator but allow the students to take turns during each
introductory presentation. In this way a variety of styles would be
demonstrated and it would allow me to play the part of coach in
terms of teaching the structure of the model and assisting in
questioning/reflecting approaches.
The students who played the case characters were instructed
to construct three presenting issues instead of presenting problems.
These issues were to be written on the blackboard in the form of
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statements that would present items of importance to be included in
the conversation but noj in the form of problems. This approach
would avoid portraying the members of the IOS as in any way
deficient, incompetent or disempowered.
Responding to the Phase Two critique pointing to the issue of
style was more challenging but its time had come in terms of the
(
model's ongoing development. Rather than simply addressing style
I
I
in any of its various manifestations, such as personality or
i
i
cognitive, I decided to put the emphasis on communication. Students
were instructed in the modified and expanded stage-phase-style
heuristic (Noam, 1984; Griffith, 1992) discussed above.
The first step involved introducing participants to some basic
theories of human development and personality, including Piaget,
Kegan, Erikson, Gilligan, Kolb and others. The point was not to have
the students develop expertise in the subject as much as to become
more aware of the fact that people tend to (1) organize their
thinking and approaches to the world differently at different stages
of their development (stage), (2) progress through phases of mastery
of a variety of cultural tasks (phase), and (3) develop more
differentiated personality and thinking styles as they mature.
Students were asked to do a brief self-analysis to determine (1)
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whether they saw themselves as abstract, concrete, or image
thinkers (2) whether their issues revolved more around autonomy,
productivity, relationship building, etc. and (3) how they perceived
their dominant personality characteristics, such as adventurous,
conservative, goal-oriented, etc. and learning style, such as
convergent, divergent, assimilative or accommodative.
Next, the students were asked to consider how aspects of
stage, phase and style can change according to context. For example,
an individual might be prefer to organize his or her thinking in terms
of abstract systems of thought at work but tend to be more concrete
when approaching relationships, or have more of an issue of
autonomy in professional situations but pay more attention to trust
in personal contexts.
Lastly, members of the class were asked to assess what role
culture had played in their development and in their approach to the
world — how it helped to structure their values and customs, and
then how this type of analysis might be applied to corporate
cultures.
In terms of the case role play, students were instructed to pay
attention to these factors influenced communication as the
presentations unfolded. Did conflicts arise simply out of
differences in viewpoint on an issue? Did agreements depend simply
on "seeing eye to eye"? Or did these other factors contribute to
both conflict and agreement and, if so, how?
This introduction of a developmental perspective also allowed
me to incorporate and integrate an important MIS construct within
the notion of phase. One of the central issues of the CIS course
u
dealt with the introduction of new information technologies into
organizations as well as transferring them to other parts of those
n
n
organizations. For a number of years I had used a phase model of
technology assimilation based on the work of Richard Nolan (1973,
i
1979), Warren McFarlan (1983) and James Cash (1985). The model
was structured in terms of two major phases, Innovation and
Incorporation, and each was divided into two subphases, Initiation
and Expansion, and Control and Maturity, respectively. The expanded
stage-phase-style heuristic, coupled with Bateson's (1972,1978,
1979) notion of "appropriate difference" seemed to present an
almost perfect coalescence of structure, process and content. The
technology assimilation model fitted neatly into the communication
model as a developmental phase substructure. In order to introduce
technologies into organizations, one cannot make changes of too
great or too little a magnitude. To be successful, therefore, means
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to develop an awareness of where the target organization is situated
along the phase leg of the structure. So, it is not simply a matter of
the management's perception of an "appropriate change" but their
awareness of the organization's readiness in terms of the
technology assimilation phase model. Further, technologies are
often interrelated and so initiating a new technology might depend
on another technological process being in a maturity phase.
Critique of Phase Three
The feedback for this version of the model was generally
excellent. Naturally, there was no comparison involving my
facilitation as it had been eliminated. Similarly, the students felt
that the two demonstration cases not only made the model easier to
grasp but also furthered their knowledge of the subject. It was also
my sense that emphasizing issues instead of problems lessened the
tendency to make the discussions too narrow, focusing prematurely
on closure. Instead, there was, in my opinion, more room to
creatively reframe the issues in innovative ways that either
eliminated the problems or solved them by placing the discussion on
a higher, or "second order" level.
Some confusion did center around the various human
development and personality theories. A number of students felt
that the models were too complicated to be grasped in such a short
time. It was suggested that the ideas be presented less formally
and with more examples and class exercises, and retaining the self-
analysis piece. The emphasis would then be on quicker acquisition
and application of the ideas as knowledge of formal theory was not
essential for the purposes of this exercise. The critique was not,
however, leveled at the technology assimilation phase theory.
Participants not only felt that it was useful in and of itself but
appreciated how it fit into a larger structure of communication and
change.
Phase Four
The suggestions from the most recent critique were
incorporated into this phase, which was considered mainly a "tune
up" prior to the next application of the model, which would include a
formal, quantitative evaluation. This phase, consisting of using the
model with a single class of approximately 45 CIS students in the
Fall of 1992, went well with the simplified presentation of the
developmental material considered a significant improvement.
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CHAPTER 3
A QUANTITATIVE REVIEW OF THE MODEL
The qualitative analysis through the first four phases was
valid as well as extremely useful, as it had brought the model to a
smoothly working state and basically proved my thesis.
Nevertheless, the addition of quantitative measures had been
|
planned from the beginning in order to increase the rigor of the
analysis and generate data toward the further understanding and
improvement of the model. The exact nature of the quantitative
procedure had not, however, been constructed prior to Phase One. To
have done so would have violated the stated research method.
The Evaluation Procedure
After reviewing the theoretical basis of the model, analyzing
items that arose in classroom feedback sessions in earlier phases,
and explicating a number of operational refinements, I prepared a
survey instrument. It was designed to measure the reflecting
model's efficacy on 21 scales (see Appendix A) derived from the
model's grounding assumptions and presumed effects, and assumed
to have face validity. The instrument used Likert scales with
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ratings from 1 to 5, strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor
disagree, agree, strongly agree. Sixteen of the twenty-one items
were worded in such a way that the successful rating would be 4 or
5, while five items were worded in such a way as to make the
successful rating 2 or 1
.
This was done to help ensure that the
raters would carefully read the items and not fill out the form
automatically. It was hoped that the 16 "positive" items would
average approximately 4.0 ("Agree"), while the 5 "negative" items
would average approximately 2.5 (between "Disagree" and "Neither
Agree nor Disagree". If the results approximated these levels, the
model would be considered a success.
Before administering the instrument in class, it was discussed
with colleagues and reviewed by my research group. It was then
administered to a small group of randomly selected graduate
management students, who had participated in earlier phases of the
model's development. The students were selected from this
population because they understood the basics of the case model and
could thus serve as informed consultants not only in terms of the
structure of the instrument but its content and application. The
suggestions of these various constituencies were considered and
incorporated into the first version of the protocol.
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One criticism that arose in the research group that bears
specific mention was that students who participated in this
research were in my class. They would, therefore, know full well
what I might want as answers on the questionnaire and bias the
results. My response was twofold. First, students were given their
grades for their case presentations prior to the the administration
of the protocol, and urged to be as honest as possible in their
responses. Secondly, and equally important, was the nature of the
M.B.A. program in which these students were enrolled. The faculty
were engaged in the implementation of an action-reflection model of
curriculum development and students were generally encouraged to
participate in the feedback process as they proceeded through their
degree program.
General Results
After using the model, the members of a Spring 1993 CIS class
(N=39) used the protocol to rate their experience. The sample
consisted of 21 males and 18 females, ranging in age from 21 to 35
years with average age of 25.3 years and a median age of 24. Their
average years of full time work experience was 2.5 years. Of the 16
"positive" variables, 13 were rated with a mean between 3.8 and
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4.4, with 10 of those 4.0 or above (See Table 3.1, p. 63). Of those
13, 11 registered 80% or more responses of 4 or 5. The other two
items loaded heavily on the neutral response with counts of 9 and
11, respectively, with only 2 respondents indicating 2 on each item
and none responding with a 1. The two items (Attention to Ideas and
Consulting Skills) with means below 3.8 had means of 3.7 and 3.5,
respectively, and were strongly controlled by the facilitator or
related members of the LRS. Students who had not facilitated
would, therefore, have had to learn indirectly and by observation,
rather than directly experience concentrating on questioning
methodologies and consulting skills.
Attainment o f Primary Objectives
Eight of the most important ideas upon which the model is
based were reflected in items addressing:
• encouraging the expression of novel ideas
• downplaying the role of the instructor, thus empowering the
students
• encouraging the expression of alternative viewpoints
• balancing the position of participant and observer
• enhancing grasp of the case material
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• encouraging creative agreements among people with diverse
viewpoints
• generating "next step" action items
• encouraging subject's active participation
The resulting mean values were: 4.0, 2.2, 4.3, 4.0, 4.0, 3.82, 4.0
and 4.4, respectively.
The context of each case was that an organization was either
at a standstill or "stuck point", or at a place and time where one or
more major decisions had to be made. If the model was going to be
considered effective, it had to be conducted in such a way as to
empower the students in their own learning process. Then it had to
encourage the expression of alternative viewpoints and to provide
the participants with a framework to consider ideas as observers
within the context of the conversation. Students would be able to
briefly remove themselves from the position of needing to choose
and justify. They could then move back into active conversation and
move toward creative agreements. The model also purported to
balance the conversation -- to "flatten the hierarchy", to give every
participant a voice, to democratize the discussion. -- use positive
reframes to encourage agreements among those with diverse views
and turn those agreement into action. Finally, the model was not
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designed to emphasize process over content but to enhance the
participants' grasp of the material. The results suggest that each of
these objectives was achieved in significant measure.
Attainment of Secondary Objectives
The model also aimed at some secondary objectives:
• encouraging the development of listening skills
• favoring assertiveness over aggressiveness
• enhancing self-confidence in expressing oneself in group
discussions
• enhancing students' skills as active discussion participants
• demonstrating the importance of effective questions
The above items were rated 4.0, 2.5, 3.9, 4.0 and 3.8,
respectively, suggesting that the model also achieved these
secondary objectives.
Comparative Analyses
In doing correlations between each item and age or years of
full time work experience, none were found above .33 (See Table 3.2,
p. 64). This indicates that there was little strength of relationship
between students' ages and their responses regarding their case
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participation experience. Even though students did not range widely
m age (85% wero between 2? and 28), it was considered favorable if
age did not make a difference in terms of the model's reception and
efficacy. I here also was no significant difference (See Table 3.3. p
65) in how items were rated by students with different
undergraduate backgrounds With regard to sex, however, there were
some indications (T tests) that males and females experienced the
model differently (see Table 3 4, p 66). The strongest of these
occurred with respect to encouraging the expression of novel ideas,
allowing valuable ideas to be discarded and encouraging competition.
There was also a Suggestion that men and women had a different
sense of certainty as to which actions to take next. Women in this
sample felt more strongly than men that the model encouraged
creative thinking but also were more likely to think that the
resulting ideas were not given their due. In addition, there is a
suggestion that women felt more strongly than the men that the
model gave them a good sense of what might be the most successful
next actions if they were managers in the organizations represented
in the cases. With respect to encouraging competition, men appeared
to disagree slightly with that notion, while women seemed
uncertain. One interpretation that might be offered is that men, who
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are traditionally considered more competitive, might have felt the
model's influence at noj encouraging competition. Women, on the
other hand, often considered to be more sensitive to the tensions
around competition, might have felt undecided as to whether the
model did enough to discourage it.
Critique
There is always room for improvement, however, and a number
of items deserve particular attention in this regard in spite of the
fact that they registered a level of success. Specifically, the data
pointed to item 11 (asking better questions) with a mean of 3.7 and
related items 14 (collaboration) and 15 (creative agreements) both
with means of 3.8 . It was not thought that the ratings on these
measures indicated a major weakness in the model as much as a
signal that further analysis was in order.
The students may have associated the questioning process
more with the role of facilitator even though each student had the
opportunity to play the role of consultant, while only a half dozen
were able to act as facilitators. In practice, there may be little
that can change that fact, since those that play facilitator will
always get more opportunities to experiment with questioning
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strategies in an ongoing conversation. In any case, it was still true
that 72% of the students scored the item either 4 or 5, 15% rated it
neutral and 13% rated it at 2. None rated it a 1.
The items addressing collaboration and creative agreements
were scored similarly, receiving favorable ratings of 67% and 72%
respectively and negative ratings (2) of 5%. Both loaded somewhat
heavily on the neutral response, at 28% and 23%, respectively. Since
these items both have to do with collaboration, the speculation at
this juncture was that the perception of the students was that they
were facilitator related. Not that the model did not foster
collaboration but that the skill of the facilitator was essential to
gain a high degree of collaboration and that most students were
concentrating on their case roles.
Still, I thought there might be ways to address this critique.
My own observations of previous case presentations raised an issue
of the "larger system" in the classroom. While a dozen or so
students would be very directly involved in a presentation, twice as
many might be in the larger audience and their attention might have
a tendency to wander. Querying the students, they agreed. A number
of them noted that, while we had some interesting discussions after
the role plays, it would be useful to create some way for the
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members of the "larger system" to intensify their attention to the
conversation. Based on this, I decided to request that students who
were n_o_i immediately involved in the presentation would need to
prepare two questions, which they would ask the role players at the
end of the exercise. The questions could address either process or
content, and could go beyond the horizon of the conversation. It was
also stipulated that the questions would have to conform to the
protocol described earlier. The players could be asked to answer in
role or not, and would be able to choose their own mode of response
if the questioner had no preference. In this way, the larger audience
would have to remain engaged as the situation would unfold in such a
way that the questions would have to be updated accordingly. This
would also help the class as a whole get a longer and larger
perspective on the case and join with the players in a collaborative
effort.
My own retrospective on this discussion allowed me to see
something that was obvious from the outset, but that I had failed to
notice. The "presenting problems", which had been changed to
"presenting issues" should have been, from the beginning,
"presenting questions". In the future, I decided that student role
players would be asked to create three questions during their study
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of the case in the week prior to their presentation. These questions
would be constructed according to facilitator guidelines and brought
to a brief meeting before class, where the group would decide upon
three questions to be presented at the beginning of the presentation.
My sense was that this would add another "questioning experience"
to the students' education.
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Table 3.1 Initial Survey - Item Means
Items Means
C nm n o t i t i r\ n 2.9
Nox/pI Iripac 4.0
L istpninn 4.1
Discussion
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Altprnf)tiv/P \/io\A/nnintcniici i lali vc VicWpuiillo 4.0
Apt iVP Partipinantr^w uvc r ai uuipai 1
1
4.U
JnPYOPPtpH 1 cmm\r\nkj\ icApcuicu Leaf 1 1 1 1 iy Q Qo.y
Particioant/Ohsp rvpr
Bpttpr OupstionQI—'v Uvl VmUuOUUI ID O -O
Dpfpnsix/p Rphav/inrQi—' v-/ Ivl IOIV w Uu 1 1 CI V IU 1 O 9 ft
Graso of Ma tp rial 4 1
Collaboration 3 9w . C/
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Consulti no Skills 3 5
KeDt Attention1 \W W L / » L I v 1 1 LIW 1 1 4 01 •w
ideas uiscaraea 2.8
Attention to Ideas 3.7
Next Actions 4.0
Active Participation 4.4
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Table 3.2 Correlations with Age and Years of Full Time Work
Items Age FTWork
Competition 0 25 n 1
7
U.I/
Novel Ideas 0 16 n 17U.I/
Listening n ?n n onu.^u
Discussion 0 01 n or
Aggressive 0 08 U.I/
Self-Confidence 0 01 0 08
Alternative Viewpoints 0 01 n nnu . uu
Active ParticiDant 0 21 n 1
4
U. I H
Unexpected Learnina 0 33 n
Participant/Observer 0 24 0 26
Better Questions 0 02 0 03
Defensive Behaviors 0 01 0 16
Grasp of Material 0 03 0 10
Collaboration 0.28 0 15
Creative Agreements 0.10 0.01
Consulting Skills 0.15 0.04
Kept Attention 0.24 0.28
IHoac PiicoarHoHlUcdb UlbodiUcU n U .C.O
Attention to Ideas 0.15 0.01
Next Actions 0.02 0.11
Active Participation 0.12 0.24
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Table 3.3 ANOVA Results by Undergraduate Major
Items F-Value Probability
v^orripeiiiion A A A0.424 0.83
fNOVei I0G3S 0.443 0.82
Lisiening 0.546 0.74
uiscussio n 0.872 0.51
Aggressive 0.21
0
0.96
oeiT-oonnuence 1 .031 0.42
a iternative v lewpomts 0.877 0.51
Active participant 1 .046 0.41
unexpected Learning 0.896 0.50
rarncipant/uDserver 0.456 0.80
Better uuestions 0.839 0.53
L^uit7iioiVc oenaviors U.b4b A C "7O.D/
orasp ot Material 0.666 0.65
oonaoo ration a oneO.oOb 0.56
ureative Agreements O H A OI 0^: A A A0.09
oon suiting okiiis 1 .O / 4 A OC
Ike /~\ f\ 4* A, + 4 /~\ r"N 4" l /"> r"\f\ept Attention A AQOu.uyo A QQo.yy
Ideas Discarded 1 .908 0.12
Attention to Ideas 1.259 0.30
Next Actions 0.540 0.74
Active Participation 0.740 0.60
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Table 3.4 Initial Survey - T-Tests on Men vs. Women
Male Female
Items Mean Mean T-Value Probability
\ju iti pen iion 1 .98 0.05
INUVcl lUudS Q QO.O A O 2.50 0.02
i Q t p ninni— i o 1 1 1 1 1 1 y a n n n o o
Diqpi iccinnL/IOl/UoolUI 1 1 Q 1 7n n 1 nU. 1 U
Ann rp^^i\/P 9 A 9 7 0 ^0
Sp|f-f^nnfiHpnr*pOCII vUMI lUCIIUU ^ QO • S3 n 07u .u / Ou.yo
Altornotiwo \ / i o ya/ eMlltjMlctllvt; VIcWo A A f\ AO
aao li v tr rdiLlUipollll a n ^ QO . C7 o 7ft 0
ui it?A jjt?oLt?u Lcai nil ly n orU.UO 0
Partipinant/Oh^prx/pr1 ul I 1 V_/ 1 CX 1 1 1/ V_/ UOvl V w 1 4 0 4 1 0 04 0 Q7
Rpttpr Oup^tinn^Uv llvl VV UUO UU 1 lo 3 8 3 8 0 05 0 96
Dpfpn^ix/p Rphavinr^I—/ vl lOIV v Uvl 1 CI V 1 \J 1 O 2 4 2 9 1 12 0 27
fnr^Qn nf M^itpri^lv_i 1 do yj ui i vi a iw i lai 4 0 4 1 0 22 0 83
f^nll^hnrpitinnw U 1 I CI U \J 1 CILIUII 3 9 3 8 0 46 0 64
Hrp^tix/p Anrppmpnt^ 3 7 4 0 1 39 0 18
Consultina Skills 3 5 3.4 0.26 0.80
r\ept Aiteniion a nM-.U ^ Q 0 49 ORR
ideas Discarded 2.4 3.2 2.17 0.04
Attention to Ideas 3.5 3.9 1.51 0.14
Next Actions 3.8 4.2 1.82 0.08
Active Participation 4.4 4.4 0.04 0.96
significant at the .05 level
* deserves attention
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CHAPTER 4
RETHINKING BOTH THE MODEL AND
THE QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION PROCESS
In the late Spring of 1993, I decided to use the model in a
different context -- a two weekend workshop format with 16
students conducted for a graduate Management program at another
New England university. This group, balanced about equally between
men and women, had considerable work experience with an age
averaging in the early thirties. The purpose of this part of the
research was to once again evaluate the model in a qualitative mode.
I was particularly interested in working with a group of students
whose program emphasis was to prepare graduates well versed in
organizational behavior and development. I hoped that I would gain a
different perspective because this group was assumed to differ
qualitatively from the M.B.A. population that I had been working with
for approximately three years. In addition, I felt that the small size
of the class fostered a level of interaction not possible in large
groups My assumptions proved to be right.
Each of the case narratives selected for discussion throughout
this research process presented problems calling for agreement and
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collaboration born out of actual or potential conflict. It was
essential that this Reflecting Team Model be examined in terms of
its potential in terms of minimizing conflict and maximizing
collaboration. Therefore, I decided to center class and feedback
discussions on four topics:
• handling conflict with this model
• change and loss
• change and narrative
• evaluations of role players vs. consultants
My suggestions for handling conflict with this model focused
on some basic definitions adapted from Andersen (1991), which I
briefly alluded to above. The concepts are description (a firm
moving "picture" of something), explanation (how the picture is
understood), and meaning (a combination of description and
explanation plus something specific meaning to a person). My sense
was that in conversations where there is little agreement, one
should steer the discussion toward description and awav from
explanation and meaning. The reason is that meaning and explanation
are more subjective and personal, and individuals tend to be more
invested in these phenomena than in description. If someone is
describing to me "what happened", I feel that I would be more
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favorably disposed to "agree" with something closer to "facts" than
explanations and values. If I can agree with a descriptive
construction of a situation, then I may be drawn into affinity with
the person and share my own description. Perhaps we will be more
likely to come to a mutual explanation by this route than if we start
with meaning and need to defend more personal turf. Descriptions
are not as "hot". A number of the workshop participants reported
that they had not thought of addressing the issue in these particular
terms but felt that it had merit. As we worked through the cases,
there were ample opportunities to point out the efficacy of this
approach.
Another topic related to conflict was labeled "resistance to
change". Some students pointed out that what often masquerades as
disagreements on issues may be more related to fear of loss than
actual differences of opinion. The consensus was that facilitators
needed to address and acknowledge issues of potential or actual loss
in situations where change was required. I also offered that looking
at situations in terms of agendas (implicit vs. explicit) might be a
helpful construct, if approached respectfully.
This workshop was the first opportunity during this research
project to have a protracted exchange on the subject of narrative
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epistemology -- the notion that our "realities" are grounded in
stories. This relates closely to the two previous topics in that
stories as told are basically descriptions plus emotionally loaded
explanations. In order to change a person's "reality", one needs to
listen to and join in their story, and then offer an attractive and
appropriately different alternative. This scenario provides the
person with a safe opportunity to assess possible gains and losses,
to reconstruct their story and thus their "reality", and that equals
change.
Finally, we discussed the differences between the experiences
of the case role players and the reflecting team consultants. Based
on that exchange, I decided that it might be profitable to not only
add two items to the questionnaire but also to divide the instrument
into two parts. Up to this point, students scored items only as
protagonists or facilitators. Now respondents would address some
questions from the point of view of a case role player and others
based on their experience as consultants.
Another Attempt
In the Fall of 1994, I worked with another class of 34 M.B.A.
students at the first university. They averaged approximately 28
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years of age and had an average of 5.6 years of work experience.
Unfortunately, given the "luck of the draw", the gender distribution
was 30 men and 4 women. In terms of the evolution of the model,
the "larger system" questions were added, along with an emphasis
on the issues raised around conflict, change, loss and narrative.
For the evaluation, participants were given two questionnaires
(see Appendix B) where the original items (two of which had been
slightly reworded) had been divided into those to be answered from
the viewpoint of case role player, and those to be addressed from
the point of view of consultant. One item was added to each
instrument regarding the subject of narrative. The item ratings are
given in Table 4.1 (p. 83)
Participant (Role Plaveh Analysis
The content of the items on the questionnaire that the
students filled out as role players is indicated below. Those items
marked with an asterisk (*) are considered central to the objectives
of the model. Those marked with an "N" are new in this round of
evaluation. Those marked with a "C" were changed slightly from
previous versions of the instrument.
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• encourage listening
• enhance self-confidence in group expression
• learned something I did not expect
• balanced positions of participant and observer (*)
• asking better information generating questions (*)
• enhanced my grasp of the case material (*)
• enhanced consulting skills
• enhanced ability to maintain attention (C)
• gave subject's ideas attention s/he thought they deserved
• gave sense of next actions (*)
• encouraged active participation (*)
• illustrated value of narrative in enhancing learning (*,N)
T-tests were run on these items, comparing Group 1
(previous/Spring 1993) to Group 2 (current/Fall 1993). Only two
items registered change with a 95% probability that the change was
not due to chance (Table 4.2, p. 84). These items were "allowed me
to balance my positions as both participant and observer" and
"enhanced my ability to maintain my attention". Let me address the
latter item first. For the first group, the item was worded "kept my
attention throughout". In retrospect, my sense is that this may not
be a valid comparison. One's attention could be kept throughout
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Without having it enhanced. The subject in Group 2 may have felt
that their ability to attend was excellent to begin with and that the
model did not enhance it. In any case, the frequencies tell a
positive story with 20 of 34 respondents indicating a score of 4 or 5
with only 6 giving a "negative" response of 2.
The difference on Participant/Observer was more perplexing.
The students did not rate the other primary items negatively. The
following items: Grasp of Material, Next Actions, Active
Participation and Narrative in Learning had means of 4.2, 3.7, 4.3 and
3.9, respectively, indicating that students felt they made significant
gains by participating in the exercise and that the model assisted
them in their efforts in learning the course material.
Because of the predominance of males in this group, it seemed
desirable to reconsider Group 1 (T-Tests) on the "role only"
variables for Group 2 to see if there had been significant differences
by sex on these items in the Spring 1993 sample. As shown in Table
4.3 (p. 85, a subset of Table 3.4, p. 66), there were no significant
differences by sex on these items.
My speculation then gave rise to the notion that, while it is the
nature of this model to provide for "frame switching", the students
may have done it without noticing . If the IS switches seats with the
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LRS, the frame has changed by definition, whether the IS perceives
it or not.
Observer (Consultant) Analysis
Let me now indicate the content of the items on the
questionnaire that the students filled out as consultants. Those
items marked with an asterisk (*) are considered central to the
objectives of the model. Those marked with an "N" are new in this
round of evaluation. Those marked with a "C" were changed lightly
from previous versions of the instrument.
• fostered mutual respect (*,C)
• encouraged expression of novel ideas (*)
• empowered student student discussion (*)
• favored aggressive over assertive behaviors
• encouraged expression of alternative viewpoints (*)
• generated defensive behaviors
• fostered a spirit of collaboration (*)
• encouraged creative agreements among people with
divergent viewpoints (*)
• allowed valuable ideas to be discarded
• illustrated the role of narrative in change process (*,N)
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The ratings of the primary items: Respect, Novel Ideas,
Empower Students, Alternative Viewpoints, Collaboration, Creative
Agreements and Narrative/change were 3.9, 3.65, 2.2, 3.8, 4.1, 4.0
and 3.9, respectively These results were encouraging, especially the
responses on collaboration, creative agreements from diverse
positions, and the realization that changing narratives was
perceived as essential to change. Even on the most "negatively"
rated item having to do with the expression of novel ideas, only 15%
of the respondents indicated a negative response (5 scored the item
"2"), while 60% rated the item positively, with 25% "neutrals". It
was also encouraging to see that whether subjects were asked to
respond to all items from the position of case role player, or to
some items from that perspective and to others from a consultant's
perspective, the model was well regarded.
The "Evolved" Modal
Based on continuing research, the model had evolved into the
following form. Five to seven students were chosen from the class
to present a case the following week (Assume a two and one half to
three hour class.) Each of the students was asked to choose a role
(Lachs, 1984) in brief consultation with his or her colleagues. The
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students then engaged in private study over the course of the week
developing their self-in-role, the accompanying narrative(s) and
also created a list of 3 major presenting questions for the case.
Prior to the actual class dramatization, they meet again met with
their colleagues to make the final list of three presenting issues for
the class presentation. At the beginning of the class, four or five
consultant/observers were chosen at random by the instructor. They
placed themselves in the second row of the classroom, while the
other "players", including a preselected (volunteer) facilitator, sat
in a semicircle in the front of the classroom. The dramatization
began and basically followed the format of the reflecting model
outlined above. As the discussion developed, the facilitator
mentally, or in writing, made a list of "openings" (items to be
potentially addressed), noted agreements (Hutchins, 1991; Resnick,
Levine & Behrend, 1991) where possible, and began privately
constructing a list of "next steps" (next actions). In parallel, the
consultants were privately constructing one or two reflections,
which they offered when the model moved to the second stage. The
third stage followed the usual reflecting model with the addition
that past and further agreements were paraphrased and/or noted and
"next steps" were made explicit with an offer to render these in
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writing subsequent to the meeting. In parallel with all of this, the
remaining members of the class were each constructing one or two
questions, observations or reflections addressing process or content
that later were addressed directly to the role players or the
consultants. After this exchange, the facilitator, role players and
the instructor summarized the discussion, tying up any loose ends
and relating any further ideas from the knowledge areas the case
addressed.
Back to Small Groups
The results of the second quantitative survey did not indicate
major differences in results, which supported the fact that the
model continued to be effective even as it increased in complexity.
Nevertheless, I had hoped that, in spite of the fact that student
ratings were very favorable and that Likert scales have their limits,
there would have been general increases in the ratings. I decided,
therefore, to go beyond the scope of my original proposal and to
attempt another application of the model in a two weekend format
at the second university in the Spring of 1994. In this sample there
were 15 students, averaging 35.8 years of age and 14.4 years of
work experience. Again, as the "luck of the draw" would have it,
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there were now 14 females and only 1 male in the group. There
was ample time for both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the
efficacy of the model. First, the quantitative.
The survey was done in the same mode as with Group 2, i.e., in
two parts, a case role player's instrument and a consultant's
instrument. As usual, each person got to play both roles but in
different cases. The item ratings are given in Table 4.4 (p. 86). The
results were quite favorable with aJJ 19 "positive variables being
scored from 3.7 to 4.4, and 11 of those rated at 4.0 or above. The
so-called "negative" variables were scored from 2.6 to 1.9,
generally the lowest, and therefore best, rating in all three surveys.
Given these results, I had to question whether the model itself
had improved or whether the composition of the group affected the
results, or both. One of the most significant characteristics of this
third group was that all but one were females. So, I felt that some
general group to group comparisons were in order and, depending on
those results, additional comparisons by sex. This more complete
analysis might highlight the differences due to sex vs. those due to
improvement in the model. Not only did the analysis need to address
males vs. females, but also females vs. females, and males vs.
males. At this point, it seemed reasonable to begin with a
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comparison between Group 2 and Group 3 on all variables (See Table
4.5, p. 87).
The differences between Group 2 and Group 3 were quite
significant and involved the following items: Respect, Listening,
Aggressive, Alternative Viewpoints, Unexpected Learning, Narrative
in Change and Narrative in Learning with the more favorable ratings
in Group 3 in aJJ cases. There was also a suggestion of difference
on valuable Ideas (ncj being) Discarded. Group 3 obviously
registered the more favorable experience, although as pointed out
above, Group 2's experience was hardly unfavorable. Group 3's
membership was all females except for one person. This suggests
gender might account for a dominant portion of the variance on
certain items with Group 3 finding the model more conducive to:
• fostering mutual respect
• encouraging listening
• favoring assertiveness over aggressiveness
• encouraging expression of alternative viewpoints
• unexpected learnings
• holding on to valuable ideas
• understanding the role of narrative in the change process
• understanding the role of narratives in the learning process
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These findings are consistent with the idea that these items
are traditionally thought to be more in the domain of women in our
culture. Since this is an essentially relational model, this
conclusion seems reasonable.
Some further analysis seemed in order, involving the following
comparisons employing T-Tests considering:
• Group 1 vs. Group 3 on "participant" variables only
(Table 4.6, p. 88)
• Group 1 Females vs. Group 3 Females on "participant"
variables only (Table 4.7, p. 89)
• Group 1 Males vs. Group 3 Females on "participant"
variables only (Table 4.8, p. 90)
• Group 1 Males vs. Group 2 Males on "participant"
variables only (Table 4.9, p. 91)
There is further support from the T-Tests comparing Group 1
Females to Group 3 Females, and Group 1 Males to Group 3 Females,
although these comparisons were done only on "role play" variables.
The reason for selecting only these variables was that the protocol
had changed in terms of separating the items into participant and
observer subsets. No differences were found between the two
female subgroups, while two variables (listening and unexpected
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learning) did register significant differences between the male vs.
female subgroups. It is also of interest that there was generally
no difference between Group 1 Males and Group 2 Males, suggesting
that there is some within gender consistency and cross gender
difference in reactions to the model. One item did appear to be
significant, however, the one addressing sustaining attention -
with Group 1 males rating the item higher than Group 2 males. One
could speculate that males may pay more attention when females
are present.
While the qualitative evaluation reaffirmed that the
Reflecting Team Model fostered critical analysis, systemic,
purposeful change, and collaboration, a new item emerged in the
discussions, and that was patience. Students who had played
facilitator reported that they had had difficulty at some points
"trusting the process". Their sense was that at certain points the
conversation was going very slowly and they had wanted to be
directive. Not giving in to that urge was a major effort but they
indicated surprise at how all of the sudden the IOS went from what
seemed a random and divergent thought process to agreement, action
items and closure. A number of the IOS members reported having a
similar experience. The result was that the entire group appeared to
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embrace one of the essential aspects of the reflecting model - that
it empowers the IOS and that you cannot move groups ahead at an
artificial pace. The facilitators had a particularly intense lesson in
"wisdom of inaction" or, paraphrasing, the "action of inaction".
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Table 4.1 Second Survey
Items
Respect
Novel Ideas
Listening
Discussion
Aggressive
Self-Confidence
Alternative Viewpoints
Active Participant
Unexpected Learning
Participant/Observer
Better Questions
Defensive Behaviors
Grasp of Material
Collaboration
Creative Agreements
Consulting Skills
Kept Attention
Ideas Discarded
Attention to Ideas
Next Actions
Active Participation
Narrative in Change
Narrative in Learning
Item Means
Means
3.9
3.6
4.1
2.2
2.7
3.9
3.8
4.1
3.7
3.7
3.8
2.8
4.2
4.1
4.0
3.7
3.6
3.0
3.6
3.7
4.3
3.9
3.9
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Table 4.2 Group 1 vs. Group 2 - T-Tests on Role Only Variables
Group 1 Group 2
Items Mean Mean T-Value Probability
Listening 4.1 4.1 0.05 0.96
Self-Confidence 3.9 3.9 0.25 0.81
Active Participant 4.0 4.1 0.61 0.55
Unexpected Learning 3.9 3.7 0.97 0.34
Participant/Observer 4.1 3.7 2.26 0.03 **
Better Questions 3.8 3.8 0.02 0.98
Grasp of Material 4.1 4.2 0.77 0.45
Consulting Skills 3.5 3.6 0.80 0.42
Kept Attention 4.0 3.6 2.00 0.05 **
Attention to Ideas 3.7 3.7 0.23 0.82
Next Actions 4.0 3.7 0.79 0.14
Active Participation 4.4 4.3 0.44 0.66
significant at the .05 level
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Table 4.3 Group 1 - T-Test Using Group 2 Role Only Items by Sex
Group 1 Group 2
Items Mean Mean T-Value Probability
Listening 4.0 4.1 0.03 0.98
Self-Confidence 3.9 3.9 0.07 0.95
Active Participant 4.0 3.9 0.76 0.44
Unexpected Learning 3.9 3.9 0.06 0.95
Participant/Observer 4.0 4.1 0.04 0.97
Better Questions 3.8 3.8 0.05 0.96
Grasp of Material 4.0 4.1 0.22 0.83
Consulting Skills 3.5 3.4 0.26 0.80
Kept Attention 4.0 4.0 0.41 0.68
Attention to Ideas 3.5 3.9 1.51 0.14
Next Actions 3.8 4.2 1.82 0.08 *
Active Participation 4.4 4.4 0.04 0.97
** significant at the .05 level
* deserves attention
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Table 4.4 Third Survey - Item Means
Items Means
Rpcnprt 4 3
Novel Ideas 4.0
1 iQtPninn 4 4
1 .9
> Annrp^^ivp 1 9
• Self-Confidence 3.7
Altprnativp Viewooints 4 3
• Artivp Particioant 4.1
• I Inpyoprtpd Learnino1 IvAUuvlwVJ UuUl I III iy 4.3
• Participant/Observer 4.1
• Better Questions 3.8
• Defensive Behaviors 2.5
• Graso of Material 4.1
• Collaboration 3.9
• Creative Aareements 3.9
• Consultina Skills 3.9
• Kent Attention 3.7
• Ideas DiscardGd 2.6
• Attention to Ideas 3.8
• Next Actions 4 0
• Active Participation 4.4
• Narrative in Change 4.3
• Narrative in Learning 4.4
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Table 4.5 Group 2 vs. Group
Group 2
Items Mean
• Respect 3.9
• Novel Ideas 3.6
• Listening 4.1
• Discussion 2.2
• Aggressive 2.7
• Self-Confidence 3.9
• Alternative Views 3.8
• Active Participant 4.1
• Unexpected Learning 3.7
• Participant/Observer 3.7
• Better Questions 3.8
• Defensive Behaviors 2.8
• Grasp of Material 4.2
• Collaboration 4.1
• Creative Agreements 4.0
• Consulting Skills 3.6
• Kept Attention 3.6
• Ideas Discarded 3.0
• Attention to Ideas 3.6
• Next Actions 3.7
• Active Participation 4.3
• Narrative in Change 3.9
• Narrative in Learning 3.9
significant at the .01 level
significant at the .05 level
deserves attention
3 - T-Tests on All Items
Group 3
Mean T-Value Probability
4.3 2.09 0.04
3.9 1.08 0.29
4.4 2.23 0.04
1.9 1 .02 0.31
1 .9 2.79 0.01
3.7 0.51 0.61
4.3 2.14 0.04
4.1 0.04 0.97
4.3 2.1 0.04
4.1 1.50 0.15
3.8 0.14 0.89
2.5 1.00 0.33
4.1 0.41 0.68
3.9 1.51 0.14
3.9 0.53 0.60
3.9 1.18 0.25
3.7 0.51 0.61
2.6 1.77 0.08
3.8 0.58 0.57
4.0 1.14 0.26
4.4 0.39 0.70
4.3 2.52 0.02
4.4 2.29 0.03
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Table 4.6 Group 1 vs. Group 3 - T-Test Using Role Play Items
Group 1 Group 3
Items Mean Mean T-Value Probability
Listening 4.1 4.4 1.64 0 1
1
Self-Confidence 3.9 3.7 0.79 0 44
Active Participant 4.0 4.1 0.45 0.66
Unexpected Learning 3.9 4.3 1.64 0.1
Participant/Observer 4.1 4.1 0.68 0.95
Better Questions 3.8 3.8 0.12 0.91
Grasp of Material 4.1 4.1 0.25 0.82
Consulting Skills 3.5 4 0 1 62 0 11
Kept Attention 4.0 3.7 1.12 0.25
Attention to Ideas 3.7 3.8 0.50 0.62
Next Actions 4.0 4.0 0.00 1.00
Active Participation 4.4 4.4 0.09 0.93
significant at the .05 level
deserves attention
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Table 4.7 Group 1 vs. Group 3 - T-Test Using Role Play Items
Females Only
Group 1 Group 3
MoanMean Mean i - vaiue hTODaDllltV
Listening 4.1 4.4 1.27 0.21
Self-Confidence 3.9 3.7 0.65 0.52
Active Participant 3.9 4.1 0.69 0.49
Unexpected Learning 3.9 4.3 1.32 0.19
Participant/Observer 4.1 4.1 0.42 0.97
Better Questions 3.8 3.8 0.77 0.94
Grasp of Material 4.1 4.1 0.10 0.92
Consulting Skills 3.4 3.9 1.61 0.12
Kept Attention 3.9 3.7 0.76 0.45
Attention to Ideas 3.9 3.8 0.33 0.74
Next Actions 4.2 4.0 0.91 0.37
Active Participation 4.4 4.4 0.05 0.96
* significant at the .05 level
deserves attention
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Table 4.8 Group 1 Males vs. Group 3 Females
T-Tests Using Role Play Item
Group 1 Group 3
Males Females
Items Mean Mean T-Value Probability
Listening A f\4.0 4.2 2.02 0.05 **
oeit-uontiaence 3.9 3.8 0.53 0.60
Active Participant 4.0 A A4.1 0.46 0.65
unexpecteo Learning 3.9 A A4 .4 2.09 0.04 **
r art ici pant/Ub server 4.0 A A4.1 0.34 0.74
t>etter uuestions 3.8 3.8 0.08 0.93
Grasp of Material 4.0 4.1 0.30 0.76
Consulting Skills 3.5 3.9 1.27 0.21
Kept Attention 4.0 3.8 1.10 0.28
Attention to Ideas 3.5 3.8 1.44 0.16
Next Actions 3.8 4.1 1.16 0.26
Active Participation 4.4 4.5 0.68 0.50
significant at the .05 level
deserves attention
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Table 4.9 Group 1 Males vs. Group 2 Males
T-Tests Using Role Play Item
Group 1 Group 2
Males Males
Items Mean Mean T-Value rroDaoiiity
• Lisiening 4.0 4.0 0.09 0.93
oeiT-L/ontidence 3.9 3.8 0.47 0.64
Mcuve Participant 4.0 4.0 0.09 0.93
unexpected Learning 3.9 3.6 1.17 0.25
rarnci pant/Observer 4.0 3.7 1.63 0.10
DtJiier vjuestions 3.8 3.7 0.25 0.81
• (jrasp of Material 4.1 4.2 0.53 0.60
• Consulting Skills 3.5 3.6 0.18 0.85
• Kept Attention 4.0 3.5 2.32 0.03 **
• Attention to Ideas 3.5 3.6 0.32 0.74
• Next Actions 3.8 3.8 0.20 0.84
• Active Participation 4.4 4.3 0.48 0.63
significant at the .05 level
deserves attention
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Traditional methods of pedagogy in graduate business or
management education have tended to be based on notions of
hierarchy and competition, not conversation and collaboration.
Individuals or groups called in to consult are, for the most part,
expected to be experts and give advice. They may participate in
conversations but more often than not they "lead" the client. Such
are many teachers: experts, advice givers and lecturers, conducting
classes, both literally and figuratively, from a hierarchical
"platform". This is not to say that expertise, advice and leadership
are to be eradicated. It is to say that the expertise, advice and
leadership can be redirected, and that clients and students can be
empowered by a learning process that emphasizes collaboration and
growth in the relationship of conversation -- growth for both the
organization and the individual.
In my opinion, both teachers and consultants need to educate
themselves in the role of expert conversationalist -- not simply
directors, lecturers and content experts. They need to improve in
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terms of varying their leadership styles. Will they now emphasize
co-constructing a vision with students and clients? Will they now
withdraw to a coaching modality? Will they allow the student or
client to exhibit their own expertise? Will they help that expertise
to surface and grow? Will they do it emphasizing collaboration and
relationships?
It is my sense that teachers and consultants also need to gain
greater expertise in applying systems thinking and notions of
organizational and human development in more situations than those
that obviously call for their application. In business, systems
thinking leads to employee and customer centered values and
certainly that is of tremendous strategic importance. One needs to
appreciate the whole system before trying to "solve problems" in
apparent isolation. I say apparent because even if the system is not
paid attention to, it operates nevertheless. Effects are systemic,
even if attention is not. The readiness of organizations and
individuals to both create and accept change operates on a
complicated developmental continuum. In my opinion, prescribing
change without an understanding of the developmental issues
involved only undermines success in the long term. Organizations
and individuals need to grow and learn in order to change and this is
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best done through collaboration, embracing conflict as commitment
potential, understanding group process and asking the "right-
questions.
The Reflecting Team Model, as I have developed and modified it
for classroom use is, in my opinion, part of the answer to this call.
Theoretically, it is by its very nature collaborative, non-strategic,
co-constructive, appreciative of diversity, sensitive to
developmental issues, and designed to embrace and make positive
use of conflict. Practically, research participants indicated in both
qualitative and quantitative modalities that the model lives up to
its theoretical promises. Further, it fits perfectly into a narrative
schema, which makes it a natural model for case instruction. Cases
are stories that began before teachers, students and consultants
arrived on the scene. They all come in the middle and will leave
before the end. The Reflecting Team Model had its beginnings in the
therapeutic arena in such a framework. Teachers must empower
students to not need them, much as consultants must empower
clients to not need them. My sense of such situations is that clients
have problems, which can be better framed as issues, which can be
better framed as questions, specifically because conversation has
stopped, or gone awry, or never happened. This model is designed to
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establish or reestablish conversation, so that the organization can
grow and change. To educate students in that very model, as they
learn the subject specific material, is a very powerful mode of
instruction.
Further, the Reflecting Team model has been shown here to be
a practical, as well as powerful, mode of instruction. Students not
only learn content but process, and they simultaneously critique
both. In addition, this can be done in both small and large classes
and quickly, within the bounds of 6, 2 and 1/2 hour sessions. As
described above, over the past three and one half years, I have used
the model in classes as small as 15 students and as large as 50,
making it cost effective, as well as pedagogically effective.
The model also seems, for the most part, non-discriminatory.
It appeared to work well with a wide range of students, who
differed widely in terms of age, years of work experience,
educational and professional backgrounds, and program objectives.
Fortuitously, I was also able to test the model not only in balanced
gender groups, but also in predominately male, and predominately
female classes. Success was reported in all three of those domains.
There was, however, evidence that women seemed more attuned to
the assumptions, format and operation of this model. This was not
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surprising as the Reflecting Team Model is, in essence, a relational
one.
Today, I believe that, not only schools of management, but
educational institutions at large, must look beyond hierarchy and
competition, to self-directed democracy, critique and collaboration.
That conviction, which others share even in the boardrooms of major
corporations, gave rise to this beginning research project. However,
more research needs to be undertaken to:
• educate more instructors in the application of this
alternative model
• delve more deeply into the relationships between student
and instructor characteristics and the success of the
model, particularly issues of gender
• understand how the model can be applied in even larger
classes
• introduce video technology into the process, both in terms
of preparatory activities and "instant replay"
• take the model outside the realm of information systems
classes into any domain where case instruction is indicated
• to make comparisons with other case instruction
modalities n_gj to decide which is better, but to discern
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when it might be more desirable to apply employ one or
another of a variety of models.
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APPENDIX A
CASE PRESENTATION CONCEPTS
DIFFERENCES THAT MAKE DIFFFRFNCFS
Gregory Bateson spoke about making something stand out from the
surroundings as "making a distinction". So, to create that
"difference that makes a difference", one first needs to note that
something stands out as different from its background. Then, it is a
matter of working with that distinction to see if it can be the
impetus for change. For what is change but a difference brought
about over time by a difference. This is not double talk. Think it
over.
SOME DEFINITIONS :
IDEA - a glimpse of something
DESCRIPTION - a firm moving "picture" of something
EXPLANATION - how the picture is understood
DEFINITION - MEANING plus EXPLANATION
MEANING - a combination of DESCRIPTION and EXPLANATION plus a
specific meaning to a person
KNOWLEDGE - the map of paths of thought and action which, at that
moment in the course of our experience, has turned out to be viable
for us
REALITY (for the individual) - one own personal construction of a
situation
REALITY (group) - that part of the construction of a situation that is
agreed upon by the group members
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CONSIDERATIONS-
ON CHANGE: It can come from outside or inside. The latter have
more integrity but they can't be forced. They arise through the free
exchange of ideas which allow persons to expand their ability to
describe, explain, make meaning and act with investment.
WATCH FOR THE UNSPOKEN "NO": Use words such as "like" or
"comfortable". E.G. - "How would you like to use this meeting?" or
"What would you feel most comfortable with?"
PAUSES: During the cycle of conversation one needs a small pause
before talking or listening to ask oneself, "What did he or she really
say?"
The UNUSUAL: A pause could be used to ask if what you said was
appropriately unusual or too unusual . The STANDSTILL SITUATION:
What is most helpful for people who see themselves in a standstill
situation? This may NOT be the time for advice and interpretation.
If a person takes in something for which they have no response, this
might cause disintegration. This might be the place for the
appropriately unusual question which might raise the possibility of
more than two answers, namely, "yes" or no".
OPENING: That part of what I hear that is most important to talk
about more. Question? Which openings should have questions
addressed to them in which order and at which time?
SYSTEMS: There are three systems at work in this model: the
ISSUE-ORIENTED SYSTEM (or STANDSTILL SYSTEM), the INTERVIEW
SYSTEM, the LISTENING-REFLECTING SYSTEM.
In the ISSUE-ORIENTED SYSTEM persons have a tendency to stick to
one description of the "problem", having one corresponding
explanation for it, and therefore, quite naturally also having one
meaning for how it can be solved. SO, when each person holds
meanings that are somewhat different from the meanings of the
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others
> new meanings might emerge IF the meanings are exchanged
during conversation. If conversations stop, meanings tend to stand
Still. Conversations most often stop if the meanings people hold are
TOO DIFFERENT from each other And, if prestige is involved then
people hold on harder to their own meanings about the others'
meanings instead of listening to the others meanings. So, the
interviewers should AVOID expressing meanings so as to avoid
alliances and oppositions which stultify the process.
The INTERVIEW SYSTEM consists of the consultants AND the ISSUE-
ORIENTED SYSTEM.
The LISTENING-REFLECTING SYSTEM NEVER instructs the INTERVIEW
SYSTEM in what it should talk about or how its members should talk.
QUESTIONS:
SOME INITIAL POSSIBLE QUESTIONS: What is each person's interest
in the meeting? Who had the idea of this meeting first? Second?
Who was then informed about it? Who liked the idea? Who was
reserved? Did anyone resent it? Who among those present liked the
idea most? If the person who suggested this meeting had not done
so, who else might have done it? THIS GETS A LITTLE HISTORY AND
MAKES THE CONSULTANTS PART OF A SHARED REALITY.
LATER: The individual who was most in favor of the meeting may be
asked: "How would you like to use this time? or "What issues would
you like to discuss in this meeting? The others are then given the
opportunity to express commitment to the meeting and to express
issues they would like to discuss.
Questions can relate to descriptions of the activities
around the presented issues, to the explanations of these
activities, and to what one can imagine of some of the
activities shift.
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A Repertory of APPROPRIATELY UNUSUAL QUESTIONS:
Around DESCRIPTIONS: Comparisons - "How is it now compared to
then?" "Who was most concerned?" "Who did what?" "What was
most effective?" In Relation to - "What were the circumstances?"
"Who has been involved?" "Who (of those present) has not been
involved?" Different from - "When did it start?" "When did it
become worse?" "When did it become less?"
Around EXPLANATIONS: If differences are elicited, one might ask,
"How can that be explained?" "How can that be understood?" To
yourself think : "What difference made that difference?" (Better or
Worse)
About IMAGININGS: "I noticed that you did things in this way (or
sequence). What might happen if you changed the way (or sequence).
"I noticed that this has been done by him/her. If he or she did not do
it, or left for a while, who would do it?" What if ... ?
RULES FOR REFLECTIONS:
We shall NOT reflect on something that belongs to another
context than the conversation of the INTERVIEW SYSTEM,
and we must AVOID giving negative connotations.
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APPENDIX B
SURVEY INSTRUMENTS
Original 21 Item Questionnaire
The following questions ask for some of your reactions to the
reflect ing team case method as you have experienced it in
your graduate business/management studies . Please answer the
questions with the case in mind that you presented this
semester using that method
.
Please list that case by title:
Use the following rating scale for your answers circling the
number that best corresponds to your answer:
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neither strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree
disagree
The case discussion method as I have experienced it in the
case listed above:
1. fostered a spirit of competition among class members.
1 2 3 4 5
2. encouraged the expression of novel ideas.
1 2 3 4 5
3. encouraged the development of my listening skills.
1 2 3 4 5
4. focused more on the instructor's discussion skills
than on the students' discussion skills.
1 2 3 4 5
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5. tended to favor aggressive (win/lose) behaviors over
assert ive (win/win) behaviors.12 3 45
6. enhanced my self-confidence in terms of expressing
myself in a group situation.
1 2 3 4 5
7. encouraged the expression of alternative viewpoints.
1 2 3 4 5
8. enhanced my skills as an active discussion
part icipant
.
1 2 3 4 5
9. allowed me to learn something I did not expect to
learn
1 2 3 4 5
10. allowed me to balance my positions as both
participant and observer.
1 2 3 4 5
1 1 . encouraged me to ask better information generating
questions
.
1 2 3 4 5
12. generated a noticeable level of defensive behaviors
on the part of some participants.
1 2 3 4 5
13. enhanced my grasp of the case material.
1 2 3 4 5
14. fostered a spirit of collaboration among class
members
.
1 2 3 4 5
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15
.
encouraged creative agreements among people with
diverse viewpoints
.
12 3 45
16. enhanced my skills as a consultant.
1 2 3 4 5
17. kept my attention throughout.12 3 4 5
18. allowed some valuable ideas to be discarded.
1 2 3 4 5
19
.
gave my ideas the attention they deserved
.
1 2 3 4 5
20. gave me a sense of what would be the most successful
act ions to take next if I were a member of the
management of the company presented in the case.
1 2 3 4 5
21 . encouraged my personal active participation
.
1 2 3 4 5
Please indicate your
:
am*
Sex (1 = male, 2 = female)
Years of Full Time Work Experience
Area of Undergraduate Major
(1 = humanities, 2 - social science,
3 = physical science, 4 = engineering,
5 = business/business related, 6 = other)
CONTROL NUMHKR
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Modified Questionnaire - Participant Items
The following questions ask for some of your reactions to the
reflecting team case method as you have experienced it in
your graduate business /management studies. Please answer
the questions with the case in mind that you presented
as a role player this semester using that method.
Please list that case by title:
Use the following rating scale for your answers circling the
number that best corresponds to your answer:
1 2 3 4 5
strongly neither strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree
disagree
The case discussion method as I have experienced it in the
case listed above
:
3. encouraged the development of my listening skills.
1 2 3 4 5
6. enhanced my self-confidence in terms of expressing
myself in a group situation
.
8. enhanced my skills as an active discussion
participant
.
9. allowed me to learn something I did not expect to
learn
.
1 2 3 4 5
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10. allowed me to balance my positions as both
participant and observer.
1 2 3 45
11
.
encouraged me to ask better information generating
questions
.
12 3 45
13. enhanced my grasp of the case material.12 3 45
16. enhanced my skills as a potential consultant.12 3 45
17. enhanced my ability to maintain attention
1 2 3 4 5
19. gave my ideas the attention they deserved.
1 2 3 4 5
20. gave me a sense of what would be the most successful
actions to take next if I were a member of the
management of the company presented in the case
.
1 2 3 4 5
21 . encouraged my personal active participation.
1 2 3 4 5
23 . illustrated the value of narrative in enhancing
my learning.
1 2 3 4 5
A CONTROL NUMBER
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Modified Questionnaire - Observer Items
The following questions ask for some of your reactions to the
reflect ing team case method as you have experienced it in
your graduate business /management studies. Please answer
the questions with the cases in mind this semester
where you were a member of the reflecting team, or if
you did not have that opportunity, as a member of the
larger system. NOTE - In the latter case, do NOT fill in a
case title
.
Please list that case by title:
Use the fo 11owing rating scale for your answers circling the
number that best corresponds to your answer
:
strongly neither strongly
disagree disagree agree nor agree agree
disagree
The case discuss ion method as I have experienced it in the
case listed above
:
1 . fostered a spirit of mutual respect among class
members
.
2. encouraged the expression of novel ideas.
1 2 3 4 5
4. focused more on the instructor's discussion skills
than on the students' discussion skills.
5. tended to favor aggressive behaviors over
assertive behaviors
.
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7. encouraged the expression of alternative viewpoints.12 3 45
12. generated a noticeable level of defensive behaviors
on the part of some participants.
1 2 3 4 5
14. fostered a spirit of collaboration among class
members
.
1 2 3 4 5
15
.
encouraged creative agreements among people with
diverse viewpoints
.
1 2 3 4 5
18 .allowed some valuable ideas to be discarded
.
1 2 3 4 5
22 . illustrated the role of narrative in the process of
change .
1 2 3 4 5
Please indicate your
:
Age
Sex (l=male, 2=female)
Years of full-time work experience
Area of Undergraduate Major
(l=humanities, 2=social science, 3=physical science,
4=engineering, 5=business/business related, 6=other)
B CONTROL NUMBER
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APPENDIX C
ITEM MASTER LIST AND ABBREVIATIONS
1. fostered a spirit of competition among class members.
• Competition
2. encouraged the expression of novel ideas.
• Novel Ideas
3. encouraged the development of my listening skills.
• Listening
4. focused more on the instructor's discussion skills than on
the students' discussion skills.
• Discussion
5. tended to favor aggressive behaviors over assertive
behaviors.
• Aggressive
6. enhanced my self-confidence in terms of expressing myself
in a group situation.
• Self-Confidence
7. encouraged the expression of alternative viewpoints.
• Alternative Viewpoints
8. enhanced my skills as an active discussion participant.
• Active Participant
9. allowed me to learn something I did not expect to learn.
• Unexpected Learning
Continued, next page
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10. allowed me to balance my positions as both participant and
observer.
• Participant/Observer
11. encouraged me to ask better information generating
questions.
• Better Questions
12. generated a noticeable level of defensive behaviors on the
part of some participants.
• Defensive Behaviors
13. enhanced my grasp of the case material.
• Grasp of Material
14. fostered a spirit of collaboration among class members.
• Collaboration
15. encouraged creative agreements among people with diverse
viewpoints.
• Creative Agreements
16. enhanced my skills as a consultant.
• Consulting Skills
17. enhanced my ability to maintain attention.
• Kept Attention
18. allowed some valuable ideas to be discarded.
• Ideas Discarded
19. gave my ideas the attention they deserved.
• Attention to Ideas
Continued, next page
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20. gave me a sense of what would be the most successful
actions to take next if I were a member of the
management of the company presented in the case.
• Next Actions
21. encouraged my personal active participation.
• Active Participation
22. illustrated the role of narrative in the process of change.
• Narrative in Change
23. illustrated the value of narrative in enhancing my learning.
• Narrative in Learning
1 1
1
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